
Pupils in Reception do not require any stationery 
items as it is all provided in class.

RECEPTION

YEAR 1

Large Pritt stick (non-coloured)

Faber-Castell Grip 2001 pencil

YEAR 2

Large Pritt stick (non-coloured)

Faber-Castell Grip 2001 pencil

Colouring pencils

Pencil sharpener with pot

Rubber (non-electronic)

Felt tip pens

Two pencil cases (one for writing  
materials and the other for Pritt Stick, 
pens and scissors) 

30 cm ruler

Stationery List

A list of stationery requirements is shown below and listed as appropriate for each year group. Please ensure 

that your child has the following equipment available in school every day, clearly labelled as we do our very 

best to ensure that named stationery is returned to its rightful owner if it goes astray. Pupils who attend Music 

and/or Speech and Drama lessons will also require a reinforced plastic folder. We politely request that pupils 

do not bring Tippex or ink eradicators into school. Please refer to this list every half term to see if your child’s 

stationery requires ‘topping up’.

Zip-up reinforced plastic folder for 
reading book diary, letters etc

Large Pritt stick (non-coloured)

Faber-Castell Grip 2001 pencil

Colouring pencils

Pencil sharpener with pot

Rubber (non-electronic)

Felt tip pens

Two pencil cases (one for writing  
materials and the other for Pritt Stick, 
pens and scissors) 

30cm and 15cm ruler

Stabilo Easy Start Pen with blue ink*

Or Nexus ECO writer with blue ink*

Or Pilot Frixion Roller ball with blue ink*
*Once ‘Pen Licence’ has been awarded

YEAR 3



Stationery List
YEAR 4

 Zip-up reinforced plastic folder for   
 reading book diary, letters etc

 Large Pritt stick (non-coloured)

 HB lead pencils

 Colouring pencils

 Pencil sharpener with pot

 Rubber (non-electronic)

 Felt tip pens

 Two pencil cases (one for writing   
 materials and the other for Pritt Stick,  
 pens and scissors) 

 30cm and 15cm ruler

 Stabilo Easy Start Pen with blue ink*

 Or Nexus ECO writer with blue ink*

 Or Pilot Frixion Roller ball with blue ink*
 *Once ‘Pen Licence’ has been awarded

 Zip-up reinforced plastic folder for reading   
 book diary, letters etc

 Large Pritt stick (non-coloured)

 HB lead pencils

 Colouring pencils

 Pencil sharpener with pot

 Rubber (non-electronic)

 Felt tip pens

 Two pencil cases (one for writing materials   
 and the other for Pritt Stick, pens and scissors) 

 30cm and 15cm ruler

 Stabilo Easy Start Pen with blue ink*

 Or Nexus ECO writer with blue ink*

 Or Pilot Frixion Roller ball with blue ink*

 Fountain pen with blue ink cartridges** 

 Transparent protractor with lines radiating   
 out from the centre to the edge

 Pair of compasses (for home use)
 *Once ‘Pen Licence’ has been awarded   
 **Once ‘Fountain Pen Licence’ has been awarded

YEAR 5

 Zip-up reinforced plastic folder for   
 reading book diary, letters etc

 Large Pritt stick (non-coloured)

 HB lead pencils

 Colouring pencils

 Pencil sharpener with pot

 Rubber (non-electronic)

 Felt tip pens

 Two pencil cases (one for writing   
 materials and the other for Pritt Stick,  
 pens and scissors) 

 30cm and 15cm ruler

 Stabilo Easy Start Pen with blue ink*

 Or Nexus ECO writer with blue ink*

 Or Pilot Frixion Roller ball with blue ink*

 Fountain pen with blue ink cartridges** 

 Transparent protractor with lines   
 radiating out from the centre to the edge

 Pair of compasses (for home use)
 *Once ‘Pen Licence’ has been awarded   
 **Once ‘Fountain Pen Licence’ has been awarded

YEAR 6


